Demand Response

Get paid for reducing electricity use
With demand response, when electricity demand strains the
grid, some power providers will pay you to scale back use.
No doubt you could use the money to invest back into your
building, or to strengthen your bottom line.
Trane demand response helps you do just that. Our solution is
based on deep knowledge of buildings and energy. We know
when to reduce energy use and have the technology to do
it—on demand. This means holistically understanding how and
when your building uses energy as well as in-depth knowledge
of building equipment and controls, so you can confidently
reduce your energy use while minimizing or eliminating
impacts to comfort or productivity, or causing wear and tear on
building systems. Trane brings all the pieces together.

GridFlex™ Cloud Technology
Coordinate communication with the
grid and your building.
We can help you get paid for using
less energy, and do so in a controlled
way that protects your building and
equipment. Plus, by adding GridFlex
cloud technology your response
becomes automatic, so you don’t
miss an opportunity.

Get incentive payments and more
Trane’s approach helps you receive the biggest payments possible during demand response events so you can fund
projects and stretch your budget. We also look for ways to save more on energy and make your building a stronger
financial asset every day.

Know how your building is performing
Reducing energy use at the right time—without negative
impacts—requires a detailed understanding of your building’s
energy use patterns. Trane energy professionals use industryleading energy visualization and analysis tools to dig deep. We
can identify where building assets are performing well and where
improvement is needed.

Participate with confidence

Our approach provides
options for how you
participate
Trane Demand Response
• Understand power providers’
incentive opportunities
• Analyze when and how buildings
use energy

We provide straightforward consultation and review options
so you can participate with confidence. Our in-house team of
energy market analysts maintain relationships with major electric
power providers throughout North America, and they understand
the programs.

• Create a plan for load flexibility
that minimizes occupant and
operational impacts

Automate energy reduction for reliable results

Trane Demand Response + GridFlex™
also allows you to

Avoid missing out on a payment opportunity. Our staff
maintains 24/7 monitoring for the energy markets and sends
you notifications. By adding GridFlex cloud technology,
you can automatically reduce energy use through Tracer SC+
building automation.

• Automate load management
strategies through programmed
equipment response through
Tracer SC+

• Get automated notifications when
you need to reduce energy use

• Dispatch and trigger automated
response through GridFlex
cloud technology
• Monitor and control energy use
and building equipment

Trane Demand Response maximizes the payments you receive from power
providers. Variability in grid conditions will continue. Let’s make it work
in your favor.

Learn more at Trane.com/active-energy-management
Trane – by Trane Technologies (NYSE: TT), a global climate innovator – creates comfortable, energy efficient indoor
environments through a broad portfolio of heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems and controls, services,
parts and supply. For more information, please visit trane.com or tranetechnologies.com.
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